FACULTY OF SCIENCE

DEAN: PROFESSOR HM MARQUES BSc(Hons) PhD (Wits) HDipEd MRSC CCHEM FRSSAfr.

Doctor of Philosophy

FATIMA, Aeeman  
*THESIS:* Conditional symmetry properties for ordinary differential equations  
*Computational and Applied Mathematics*

HOVE, Herbert  
*THESIS:* Contributions to accelerated reliability testing  
*Statistics and Actuarial Science*

MWAMTOBE, Peter Mpasho Mwamusaku  
*THESIS:* Optimal (control of) Intervention strategies for malaria epidemic in Karonga district, Malawi  
*Computational and Applied Mathematics*

RUSAGARA, Innocent  
*THESIS:* Numerical investigation of heat transfer in one-dimensional longitudinal fins  
*Computational and Applied Mathematics*

Master of Science

DU PREEZ, Brett Schorn  
*DISSERTATION:* JSE Market Micro-Structure  
*Computational and Applied Mathematics*

EARLE, Adam Christopher (with Distinction)  
*DISSERTATION:* Minimum L-infinity Norm Solutions To Finite Dimensional Algebraic Underdetermined Linear Systems  
*Computational and Applied Mathematics*

IDAHOSA, Joy Oghogho (with Distinction)  
*DISSERTATION:* Ogdens Lemma for Random Permitting and Forbidding Context Picture Languages and Table-Driven Context-Free Picture Languages  
*Computer Science*

MENNEN, Carminda Margaretha  
*DISSERTATION:* The algebra and geometry of continued fractions with integer quaternion coefficients  
*Mathematics*

NAIR, Preyen (with Distinction)  
*DISSERTATION:* Agent based modelling of a single-stock market on the JSE  
*Computational and Applied Mathematics*

NDLOVU, Miehlekeito Brighton  
*DISSERTATION:* Combinatorial generalizations and refinements of Euler’s partition theorem  
*Mathematics*

PHAKATHI, Jabulani  
*DISSERTATION:* Symmetric colorings of finite groups  
*Mathematics*

UNGANI, Tendani Patrick  
*DISSERTATION:* The Adomian decomposition method applied to blood flow through arteries in the presence of a magnetic field  
*Computational and Applied Mathematics*

Bachelor of Science with Honours
ACHILONU, Okechinyere

ACHILONU, Okechinyere

ACHILONU, Okechinyere Mathematical Statistics

ACHILONU, Okechinyere Mathematical Statistics

BARKHUIZEN, Robert Edward (with Distinction)

BARKHUIZEN, Robert Edward (with Distinction)

BARKHUIZEN, Robert Edward (with Distinction) Advanced Mathematics of Finance

BARKHUIZEN, Robert Edward (with Distinction) Advanced Mathematics of Finance

BELLETTI, Michael (with Distinction)

BELLETTI, Michael (with Distinction)

BELLETTI, Michael (with Distinction) Computer Science

BELLETTI, Michael (with Distinction) Computer Science

BINGO, Sanelisiwe (with Distinction)

BINGO, Sanelisiwe (with Distinction)

BINGO, Sanelisiwe (with Distinction) Advanced Mathematics of Finance

BINGO, Sanelisiwe (with Distinction) Advanced Mathematics of Finance

BUCHMANN, Robert Walter (with Distinction)

BUCHMANN, Robert Walter (with Distinction)

BUCHMANN, Robert Walter (with Distinction) Computer Science

BUCHMANN, Robert Walter (with Distinction) Computer Science

BURNHAM, Christopher Leslie

BURNHAM, Christopher Leslie

BURNHAM, Christopher Leslie Actuarial Science

BURNHAM, Christopher Leslie Actuarial Science

CASSIM, Irshaad

CASSIM, Irshaad

CASSIM, Irshaad Actuarial Science

CASSIM, Irshaad Actuarial Science

CHEN, Tommy

CHEN, Tommy

CHEN, Tommy Actuarial Science

CHEN, Tommy Actuarial Science

CHIBBA, Raveena

CHIBBA, Raveena

CHIBBA, Raveena Actuarial Science

CHIBBA, Raveena Actuarial Science

CHIPOYERA, Charlene Tario

CHIPOYERA, Charlene Tario

CHIPOYERA, Charlene Tario Advanced Mathematics of Finance

CHIPOYERA, Charlene Tario Advanced Mathematics of Finance

CHOMA, Nalamotse Joshua

CHOMA, Nalamotse Joshua

CHOMA, Nalamotse Joshua Computer Science

CHOMA, Nalamotse Joshua Computer Science

CONRADIE, Adelia

CONRADIE, Adelia

CONRADIE, Adelia Actuarial Science

CONRADIE, Adelia Actuarial Science

COURTNAGE, Stephanie Jade

COURTNAGE, Stephanie Jade

COURTNAGE, Stephanie Jade Actuarial Science

COURTNAGE, Stephanie Jade Actuarial Science

DALE, Bradford Thomas (with Distinction)

DALE, Bradford Thomas (with Distinction)

DALE, Bradford Thomas (with Distinction) Computer Science

DALE, Bradford Thomas (with Distinction) Computer Science

DA SILVA, Stephanie

DA SILVA, Stephanie

DA SILVA, Stephanie Actuarial Science

DA SILVA, Stephanie Actuarial Science

DEDZO DZOKOTO, Senyo

DEDZO DZOKOTO, Senyo

DEDZO DZOKOTO, Senyo Operations Research

DEDZO DZOKOTO, Senyo Operations Research

DE SOUSA, Dean Andrew

DE SOUSA, Dean Andrew

DE SOUSA, Dean Andrew Actuarial Science

DE SOUSA, Dean Andrew Actuarial Science

DIALE, Melvin

DIALE, Melvin

DIALE, Melvin Computer Science

DIALE, Melvin Computer Science

EDWARDS, Stuart Robert (with Distinction)

EDWARDS, Stuart Robert (with Distinction)

EDWARDS, Stuart Robert (with Distinction) Computer Science

EDWARDS, Stuart Robert (with Distinction) Computer Science

FERRO, Roberto Augusto (with Distinction)

FERRO, Roberto Augusto (with Distinction)

FERRO, Roberto Augusto (with Distinction) Computer Science

FERRO, Roberto Augusto (with Distinction) Computer Science

GINSBERG, Dan Jonathan

GINSBERG, Dan Jonathan

GINSBERG, Dan Jonathan Actuarial Science

GINSBERG, Dan Jonathan Actuarial Science

GLASSFORD, Nicolas Alexander (with Distinction)

GLASSFORD, Nicolas Alexander (with Distinction)

GLASSFORD, Nicolas Alexander (with Distinction) Computer Science

GLASSFORD, Nicolas Alexander (with Distinction) Computer Science

GOMES, Bruna Michel Dias

GOMES, Bruna Michel Dias

GOMES, Bruna Michel Dias Actuarial Science

GOMES, Bruna Michel Dias Actuarial Science

GORDON, Joshua Hillel

GORDON, Joshua Hillel

GORDON, Joshua Hillel Actuarial Science

GORDON, Joshua Hillel Actuarial Science

HARRISON, Nicholas Giles

HARRISON, Nicholas Giles

HARRISON, Nicholas Giles Actuarial Science

HARRISON, Nicholas Giles Actuarial Science

HARTFORD, Jason Siyanda (with Distinction)

HARTFORD, Jason Siyanda (with Distinction)

HARTFORD, Jason Siyanda (with Distinction) Computer Science

HARTFORD, Jason Siyanda (with Distinction) Computer Science

HARVEY, Michael Maxted (with Distinction)

HARVEY, Michael Maxted (with Distinction)

HARVEY, Michael Maxted (with Distinction) Advanced Mathematics of Finance

HARVEY, Michael Maxted (with Distinction) Advanced Mathematics of Finance
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Degree</th>
<th>Field</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>KADWA, Sawleha</td>
<td>Mathematics</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KGOEDI, Godfrey</td>
<td>Mathematical Statistics</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KHALO, Nomonde</td>
<td>Computer Science</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KIZOBO, Fel Opel</td>
<td>Computer Science</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KUNENE, Dumisani</td>
<td>Computer Science</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LAI HONG, Jeremy</td>
<td>Computer Science</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LALOO, Meera</td>
<td>Actuarial Science</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LEBONA, Benjamin</td>
<td>Computer Science</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LESEYANE, Lekwalo</td>
<td>Computer Science</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LETHULWE, Neo</td>
<td>Mathematics</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LEVER, Meira</td>
<td>Actuarial Science</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MABENA, Ntokozo</td>
<td>Computer Science</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MADISA, Katleho</td>
<td>Computer Science</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MAGAGULA, Gcina</td>
<td>Actuarial Science</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MAKHALANYANE, Lebo</td>
<td>Advanced Mathematics of Finance</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MAKHOBA, Zandile</td>
<td>Mathematical Statistics</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MANAKA, Mantsho</td>
<td>Advanced Mathematics of Finance</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MARTIN, Claudine</td>
<td>Actuarial Science</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MASHILE, Robinson</td>
<td>Computer Science</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MASWANGANYE, Meneli</td>
<td>Mathematical Statistics</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MAZIBUKO, Kedy</td>
<td>Advanced Mathematics of Finance</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MKANTJWA, Sello</td>
<td>Computer Science</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MODISE, Naledi</td>
<td>Computer Science</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MOGANE, Percy</td>
<td>Computer Science</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MOKHELE, Molete</td>
<td>Mathematical Statistics</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MOKOENA, Tshepiso</td>
<td>Computer Science</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MOONSAMY, Kirvania</td>
<td>Actuarial Science</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
MORAKE, Lwazi Thato
MORRIS, Bradley
MPOTA, Liemiso Hycinth
MUDILYAR, Gavilan
MUHAMMAD, Atif (with Distinction)
MULLER, Tiffany Tamsin
MUSARURWA, Tafadzwa Fidelis Kudakwashe
MUTAVHATSINDI, Emmanuel
MUYOBA, Namalambo Chichi
NAGAR, Krishna Sanjay
NAIR, Kischel
NDHLAU, Kudzai Khosa
NDLEVE, Rishaladza Lucindah
NGWENDUNA, Kwanda Sydwell
NKADO, Ogochukwu Eunice
PATEL, Shreeya Harnish
PEARSON, Walter
PILLAY, Salina Sanusha
RADEBE, Kwanele
RAWAT, Maseeha
RHANGANE, Olovisani Brian
ROBINSON, Byron Mikhail (with Distinction)
ROGANS, Michael James (with Distinction)
ROYAN, Kireshan (with Distinction)
SEEMA, Khomotso Nakedi
SIAS, Mark Anthony
SIRIRAM, Chantel Robin

Mathematical Statistics
Mathematics
Computer Science
Actuarial Science
Computer Science
Actuarial Science
Computer Science
Actuarial Science
Actuarial Science
Actuarial Science
Actuarial Science
Mathematical Statistics
Actuarial Science
Advanced Mathematics of Finance
Mathematics
Mathematics
Actuarial Science
SOLOMON, Shira Rachel  
STIEVENART, Michael Luke  
STOCH, Daniel Adam  
TATHAM, John Harding  
THEODOROPOULOS, Christina Alexia  
TISSINK, Henrick (with Distinction)  
VAN NIEKERK, Lionel George (with Distinction)  
WHITFIELD, Keagan  
WILSON, Brian Ashley  
ZARRAA, Mohamed Ali  

Bachelor of Science  
APHANE, Dominic Mahlalandlene Oupa  
AZARAF, David Moshe  
BALONA, Ceasar  
BANDA, Smangaliso Godfrey  
BHEEKA, Milan Ravindrakumar (with Distinction)  
BONEGIO, Raquel Helena  
BOOI, Sinoxolo  
BORTZ, Jordan David (with Distinction)  
BWANALI, Aaron  
CHAUKE, Hlayisani Rudolph  
CHERNICK, David Jonathan  
CHETTY, Yashna  
CHIPOYERA, Tapiwa  
CHIRAIRO, Phoebe Limbeck Chido  
CHRISTENSEN, Jodi Lauren
CLARK, Neil (with Distinction)

COHEN, David

COSSIE, Buntu

CURTIS, Matthew James

DESAI, Khyati Kishor

DINER, Benjamin Jacob

DLAMINI, Blessing

DUBE, Nolwazi Mitchel

DURAIS, Seth Sashen

DURRHEIM, Mark Samuel

FAKIR, Irfaan

FALLO, Nikejane

FERRER, Jonathon Jacob

GAILELE, Mushimanekgapi Lucas

GARBER, Nicolle

GEFFEN, Thomas

GERSON, Shira Hayley

GONAH, Masimba Archibald

GOSSMAN, Keren Ann (with Distinction)

GOVENDER, Julian

GOVENDER, Kamisha

GUILLORY, Leonard

GUMEDE, Andile S'phamandla

GUROVICH, Darren Jay

GWALA, S'noxolo

HAILEMARIAM, Selamawit Berhane

HEMING, Michael James
HIBBERD, Joanne Sara
HODGSON, Chantel
HONEGGER, Catherine Ann
ILIEV, Daniel Ivanov
JAPPIE, Mogammad Ziyad
JIVAN, Neelam Deepakkumar
JOBO, Mathe Naleli
JONGA, Tafadzwa Archiford
KADISH, Ricky
KAINO, Muberwa Mugashozi
KARIM, Tanweer
KHALIQUE, Muhammad Masood
KHOZA, Sipho
KOCH, Michael Walter Dimitrious Sideris
KROUKAMP, David Luke
LALA, Hawita
LEBETHE, Mathews
LEGOETE, Phillip Molefe
LIAO, Yang Hung
LUSHABA, Mangaliso Mondi
MABALA, Lebogang Ngoanamosebja
MABASA, Rishile
MABULA, Patricia
MAGUNJE, Amon
MAHLASELA, Themba Phillimon
MAILA, Kamogelo Pebetse
MAJA, Humphrey Seforo
MAKOMBE, Michael
MAKORO, Dineo Andronicah
MALEROTHO, Mathule Ballot
MALOBOLA, Brigitte Lindiwe
MALULEKE, Moses Muxe
MAMBA, Mziwakhe Fortunate
MANSVELDER, Katinka (with Distinction)
MANYAMALALA, Lwando
MAPHUTHA, Louisa Maditi
MARONGWE, Venekai Mary-Ann
MASELESELE, Ivhani
MASHILOANE, Thabang Success
MASILELA, Leanne
MASOOD, Talha
MATHEBULA, Agreement Sicelo
MATHOBELA, Ledile Pertunia
MATLHAKU, Trevor Thapelo
MATODZI, Vhahangwele Sheilla
MATSELA, Matsela Zachariah
MATS, Emmanuel Mokwepere
MATUWANE, Collen Itumeleng
MAVEVE, Gerald Masimba
MAVUYANGWA, Ntsako Victor
MAWJEE, Shahil
MAZVIDZA, Mukai Tracy
MBATHA, Senamile Zamambatha
MCDougall, James Stuart
MCWANGI, Langelihle
MDAKANE, Nomthandazo Jennifer
MDINGI, Sibabalwe
MHLANGA, Washington
MHLONGO, Sthembiso Happy
MITHAL, Vimal Magan
MKHABELA, Nhlakanipho Marvin
MLANGENI, Simengethamba
MNCUBE, Busisiwe
MNGUNI, Sipho Benedict
MNISI, Innocent Mphikwa
MODISE, Sphiwe Primrose
MOELETSI, Wycliff Tlhalefang
MOFOKENG, Nomsa Shirley
MOJAPELO, Mahlatse Margaret
MOKGATSI, Tebogo
MOKOENA, Tebogo
MOLATJANE, Thomo Douglas
MOLEPO, Gustuv Kgashi
MOLUBI, Atlegang Reabetswe Moipone
MONONYANE, Karabo Katlego
MONTEIRO, Angelique Conceicao
MOOKETSI, Tshepo Donald
MOONSAMY, Shastri George
MORIFI, Mmushi Monica
MOROPA, Justice
MOSIMA, Thato Neo
MOTHAPO, Mokhusu Sylvester
MOTSHWANEDI, Dineo Andrew
MOTSOE, Orateng
MPHOGO, Dinorego Collen
MREDLANA, Prince Maswazi
MSIMANGO, Simphiwe Daniel
MTHISE, Thulani
MUBAI, Erick *(with Distinction)*
MUDAU, Phathutshedzo Justice
MUDAU, Zwimangadzo Edgar
MUKHAVHULI, Gundo Victor
MULAND, Kamin Divine
MULIMA, Dakalo
MUNYANGANE, Faranani
MUSHAMBI, Nyasha Takunda
MUTANDWA, Aaron
MUTETO, Muteto
MUYENGWA, Karen Ratidzo *(with Distinction)*
MVUBU, William Ndali
NAICKER, Kimesha
NAIDOO, Uresha
NCUBE, Pride Mhlawuli
NCUBE, Tafara Mwenye
NDLOVU, Nkosinathi
NDLOVU, Sicelo Absalom
NEKHUMBE, Pandelani
NELUVHALANI, Rofhiwa
NETSHIAVHA, Ndamulelo
NETSHITUNI, Terry Thomani
NGOGENI, Robert Nkateko
NGOMANE, Bongani
NIEUWOUDT, Garrit Visser
NKABINDE, Khonzinkosi Innocent
NKADIMENG, Nape
NKOSI, Lindokuhle Devolente
NONDABULA, Simphiwe Alfred
NTIMBANI, Remember
NXONGO, Andile Jerome
NYANZI, Moses Kanaluzala
NYATI, Letwin Kudzaishe
PAIMA, Payal
PARBHOO, Karishma
PARBHOO, Milan Dipak
PEMA, Kishan Anil
PHASHA, Thorisho Gavin
PHASHE, Clemence Chuba
PHEME, Patrick
PHIDANE, Thilivhali
PHILLIPS, Kevin Wesley
PHORA, Nelson Kgothatso
PILLAY, Kiara
PLATT, Donovan Frederick (with Distinction)
PULE, Patricia Ngwanasai
RABOROKO, Thato
RADEBE, Sakhile Brandon
RAJAMANY, Juvenile
RAM, Priya
RAMBUDA, Thompho
RAMPHELE, Tebatso Phuti
RAO, Gautam Suresh Kalakuri
RAPHASA, Kgaogelo Jenny
ROSSLEE, Kirsten Ashleigh
ROSSOUW, Luke Dane
RUGER, Liam James (*with Distinction*)
SANDLESH, Kartik
SANHEWE, Munyaradzi
SEANEGO, Tshiamo Mmaserumula
SEKHOTHO, Morena Gift
SELEKA, Phodiso Petrus
SELEPE, Thokozani Welcome
SELOMA, Moses Mandla
SHAO, Xinhui Joyce
SHIBAMBU, Ntshuxeko Ehrens
SHINGANGA, Matimba Rosslyn
SHIPALANA, Peace Victory
SIBANDA, Pride Tawanda
SIBANDA, Tinozivasho Nzembe
SIMBISAYI, Mufaro Chinjayi
SINGH, Tristan
SITHOLE, Mayibongwe Nokwanda
SMITH, Matthew Elan